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This text is a collection of speeches performed by a woman who went by the name of 

Amaryllis, a cultist of Hermaeus Mora. Within them, she claims to reveal the nature of the 

gods, both the Divines and those outside the commonly accepted pantheon, in terms of their 

various mythopoeic identities and oversouls. As such, many consider them blasphemous, 

heretical works that should be either destroyed or sealed away. However, I refuse to do so. 

Thus, I have collected the various notes and transcripts I took of the original speeches and 

collated them here, in order to preserve both Amaryllis’ speeches, and her memory. 

Amaryllis was a strange figure, certainly. On the surface, she came across as mad (which 

itself is not atypical of one of Mora’s worshippers), but when I eventually got the chance to 

talk with her, I discovered that she was, in fact, a highly intelligent, fascinating individual, 

whose mind was filled with unusual insights into the world. Yes, she was mad, but only 

enough that the strange world she saw, with the guidance of Herma-Mora himself (of which I 

do not doubt – despite his seeming lack of interest in his followers, the events surrounding 

Amaryllis reveal a surprising attachment the god possessed), could be explained through the 

standard logic of the world. 

I will leave you here, reader, for this foreword threatens to simply become a rambling mess 

the longer it goes on. However, before I leave, I must make a request of you. Do not simply 

write these speeches off as products of a diseased mind. Do not assume that the world truly is 

as you know it. Amaryllis’ words ring true. This, you will see. 

4E, Year 734 

Aodhán 



Scripture I: AKA, The Many-Headed Dragon 

4E, 721 - A Transcript of a surprisingly lucid speech given by a mad woman, atop the walls 

of the Imperial City 

 

I am Amaryllis, Eye of Mora, He Who Walks Between The Stars, He Who Is Born Of 

Memory. And He has revealed to me, children of mortal gods, the nature of the one who you 

call the Dragon. 

 

Born of Anui-El, AKA is Auri-el, the first head of the Dragon, the Eagle. The other two 

heads lie asleep. Upon Convention, Auri-el-who-is-AKA falls into slumber within the space 

behind the stars, and Aka-Tusk-who-is-AKA rises in his wake, the second head of the Dragon 

- the Lion. And as it has been in the many Times Before, Aka-Tusk would slumber at the end 

of the Era, and Alduin-who-is-AKA would wake - the third head of the Dragon - the Dragon 

itself. 

 

Yet in this cycle, it is not so. The Covenant of your Sainted Alessia, and her accompanying 

Middle Dawn rent AKA asunder, breaking him into many Shards. Auri-el, in accordance with 

the myths and legends of the blighted et-Ada, ascended to Aetherius, his role already 

performed. But Aka-Tusk and Alduin suffered. Aka-Tusk broke into many pieces, the largest 

being named Akatosh, the Lion corrupted by mortality. The other shards become the Dragons, 

both here and in times long past. Alduin is driven mad, and seeks to conquer, rather than 

devour as he should, believing himself to be another shard of Aka-Tusk. And thus, he is 

defeated, cast out of Time, allowing the world to continue past its determined point. 

 

Yet, AKA is becoming whole once again. The Amulet of Kings, filled with the Shards of the 

Dragon, has been spent, returning to join with the Dragon in Aetherius. Alduin, defeated by 

the Last Dragonborn, too, has returned to the Oversoul, as has the Dragonborn himself. The 

Dragon will be whole once again, and when he is, no head will slumber. 

 

Mora has seen it, children of mortal gods. He was born before the Dragon, was solidified by 

It, and will die alongside It. He knows this to be the case, and yet he fears. Should the Dragon 

become whole once more, the Cycle shall end, with all Time existing at once, forever. 

 

It is here that the speech ends, the woman having flung herself off the walls and into the lake. 

Her body was discovered a week later, yet she did not die from drowning or the fall - it was 

as if her body had aged rapidly, bones shattering and organs failing in a matter of minutes, 

rather than the centuries it would have normally taken, for a Mer. 

 

  



Scripture II: LKHAN, The Fractured Mutant 

4E, 721 - She was back. Somehow, she was back. This is another transcript of a speech from 

atop the walls of the Imperial City. 

 

I am Amaryllis, Eye of Mora, He Who Walks Between The Stars, He Who Is Born Of 

Memory. My Lord has revealed to me the truth of the Heartless Mutant. 

 

Born of SITHIS, born of PSJJJ, LKHAN was the Trickster-who-defined-Space, the Fox, 

created to sow the seeds of chaos into the Aurbis through mischief and malice. In doing so, 

he walked Outside the Wheel, and Saw he Tower. And so, he determined that there would be 

a Sideways Tower, and Axle for the Wheel, for that would strip the et'Ada of their 

immortality, allowing chaos to spread into their minds. And he succeeded. But the Ada did 

not go into their mortality quietly. The Old Ehlnofey, mustered under the banner of Auri-el-

who-is-AKA waged war against LKHN's Wanderers, resulting in Trinimac and Auri-el-who-

is-AKA tearing out his heart atop the Tower of Convention. 

 

And it was here that the Mutant first shattered. With the removal of the Heart, LKHAN broke, 

the empty corpse rising among the stars as Lorkhan, as the elves decreed, whilst the dead soul 

would seize a fragment of Aetherius as Shor-Origin. This is the way that the cycle should be, 

as Lord Mora has seen. And yet, the Middle Dawn broke LKHAN further. Lorkhan, dead and 

lost among the stars was unaffected, but Shor-Origin was sundered, breaking into the 

fragments Shezzar-Mind, Sheor-Body and the Shor-Shadow. Shezzar, bleeding, would spill 

his blood into the Ayleid wells, creating Chim el-Adabal and being swallowed by the broken 

Lion, corrupting It with his mortality. Only the soul would escape, hiding within the body of 

a mortal man. Sheor, lost among the Wrothgarian Mountains would lie sleeping, the crops 

and orchard yields rising and falling with his breath. The shadow-known-as-Shor would sit 

atop his predecessor's throne in Sovngarde. 

 

Hjalti-Early-Beard would be born in the foothills of Wrothgar in High Rock, with a small 

fragment of Shor-Origin that failed to crystallize buried deep in his soul. Like called to like, 

and the sleeping Sheor was devoured when Hjalti would become an adult. Zurin Arctus 

would be born in the Cyrod Heartlands, too contained a small fragment of Shor-Origin, 

devouring Shezzar's dying mind during his youth. Ysmir Wulfharth would be born in Skyrim, 

yet he did not just contain a small fragment of Shor-Origin. He instead was born as the 

shadow-known-as-Shor. The three, known colloquially as Shezzarine, would travel the world, 

fighting in wars across the continent, after a time beginning to fuse into a single entity, as 

Shor-Origin's soul tried to rebuild itself. Hjalti, with the mind of Zurin Arctus would be 

known as Tiber Septim. Ysmir, with the body of Hjalti would be known as Talos Stormcrown. 

Zurin, with the shadow of Ysmir would be known as the Underking. 

 

Eventually, Shor-Origin would be rebuilt, under a new Adic name - talOS. Indeed, children 

of mortal gods, your beloved Talos, divine emperor and leader of humanity, is merely one 

half of LHKAN the Trickster. And like attracts like. The dead Lorkhan is being drawn 

towards talOS, and should he be devoured the oversoul of LKHAN wold be whole once more. 

The Mutant would be reborn, free to sow chaos and disorder as he saw fit. 

 

Once more, she flung herself from the battlements. However, this time, only half her body 

could be recovered. The divide did not seem to be caused by a blade or spell, but rather as if 

half her body simply vanished. I watched as the rest turned to ashes in the morgue. 



Scripture III.V: talOS, The Programmed Deity 

 

4E, 721 - This was found among her belongings when we searched her room after her second 

death. it appears to be an unfinished part of her speech on LKHAN, omitted from the 

presented version. 

 

talOS, the one who rebuilt Shor-Origin, is not, strictly speaking, Shor-Origin. Whilst the soul 

and power may be the same, the three minds of talOS use the dead god as a vehicle to their 

own means. Talos Stormcrown, born of Ysmir and Hjalti, seeks to devour others to gain 

strength. Tiber Septim, born of Hjalti and Zurin, wishes to wage war against those that 

abandoned them, the Magna-Ge. The Underking, born of Ysmir and Zurin, wishes to rest 

behind the stars. These three objectives fuel the mind of talOS, which burns the soul of Shor-

Origin to escape the mortal realm and reach Aetherius. Shor-Origin is the horse, and talOS is 

the driver. 

 

talOS is powerless in his own right, yet his entanglement with the unconscious soul of Shor-

Origin grants him power. talOS is most certainly a god, but he does not possess a planet. He 

has left Mundus, burning the soul of Shor-Origin, which he inhabits to escape, in a way the 

original Aedra were too afraid to do. They felt the call of the void as they tried. talOS does 

not, their hunger for the light behind the stars too great. 

 

The soul is the same, drawing the soul of Lorkhan towards it. The mind is different, seeking 

to devour Lorkhan's soul. LKHAN may be reborn, should this occur, but with talOS at the 

helm. 

  



Scripture IV: KYNRT, The Hawk of the Heavens 

 

4E, 721 - Again, she was back. This is twice she's died now. What in Oblivion is going on? 

 

I am Amaryllis, Eye of Mora, He Who Walks Between The Stars, He Who Is Born Of 

Memory. And, Children of mortal gods, My Lord has informed me of the truth about the 

Snow-Hawk. 

 

KYNRT, born of the scattered creation of sundered NIR, is the mother to mortal man. When 

the Wars of the Ehlnofey ravaged Nirn prior to Convention, she supported her husband 

LKHAN against the other et'Ada, guiding the Wandering Ehlnofey through their motions 

towards mortality. Her words, her breath, echoed down the slopes of Snow-Throat solidifying 

the weakening spirits into a truer form, forcing them into the shapes filled now by humankind. 

Under her guidance, these new Men seized and conquered Alt/Atmora, claiming it as a 

bastion for the Wanderers to return to, and driving out the unstable 'Ada that inhabited the 

land before. 

She was their war leader, wife of their chief. And yet when her husband was carved into two, 

KYNRT simply stood by and watched, pledging to the other Aedra to devote herself to the 

common cause. At least, in public. 

 

With the Middle Dawn as a catalyst, KYNRT tore herself apart. One segment, Kyne, would 

serve as an emissary between the Men of New Atmora and their dead war-chief Shor-Origin, 

allowing her to remain in her husband's company. Another, Kynareth, would aid the Aedric 

Divines to drive the civilized peoples to a society of endless worship and sacrifice to said 

gods. The last, Khenarthi, would secretly aid the recently crystallized Betmer sub-variant 

Khajiit, guiding their unique souls to the stars, in much the same way Kyne does for 

apparently honourable Men. 

 

However, KYNRT's sundering by the Middle Dawn is not without great consequence. The 

broken Storm Oversoul no longer drives the winds and rains around the planet as she once 

did. The snows remained constant in some areas, whilst in others the rains never came. 

Atmora froze due to this, and the Hammer fell into an endless drought. But, as with the others, 

like attracts like, and the Hawk grows closer to being whole once more. Unlike AKA, who's 

fragments have returned to the Oversoul, and unlike LKHAN, whose power is coveted by a 

mortal mind with an undead god's soul, the Mythopoeic identities of KYNRT are becoming 

more and more indistinguishable, eventually resulting in them being identical. And when this 

is the case, the Oversoul will be forcibly recombined. The Storm will return, and Nirn shall 

be reshaped. 

 

She died again. This time was a bit different though. Rather than hurling herself from the 

battlements as she has done previously, the madwoman was sent tumbling by an unusually 

strong gust of wind, cracking her skull on the rocks below. By the time we arrived to clean up 

the body, her eyes had been pecked out by a variety of raptors and other birds of prey. I 

somehow suspect this won't be the last time we hear from her, though. 

  



Scripture V: MHARA, Mother of Death 

 

4E 722 - Again, she was back. I've no clue as to how she does it, but she keeps coming back 

to life. Although it did take a bit longer this time... 

 

I am Amaryllis, Eye of Mora, He Who Walks Between The Stars, He Who Is Born Of 

Memory. He has revealed to me the true nature of your mother-goddess, MHARA. 

 

Whilst KYNRT is mother of Mortal Man, MHARA is Mother to All. It was she who birthed 

the majority of the et'Ada, who would come to be the Ehlnofey. Her children, the Earthbones, 

were the blocks from which the world was built. And thus, she has remained all but constant 

across the various cults, races and religions of Tamri-el, a benevolent, guiding force of 

motherhood, and love. 

 

Yet Mara is not the whole of MHARA. As Mara, she was wife of AKA, and queen of the 

gods. As Mara, she was wife of LKHAN, handmaiden to KYNRT. As with all the variform 

entities, her differences come as a result of the Middle Dawn, her essence torn between two 

mythopoeias, between Mer and Man. And as a result, the oversoul no longer birthed new life. 

rather, it shaped and changed that which existed already. The Old Ehlnofey became the 

Aldmer, losing their immortality for mere long life. The Wandering Ehlnofey, guided by 

Kyne, became ephemeral. Without MHARA, the Ehlnofey could not remain as they were. 

 

There is a famous tale of Mara gifting a mortal with the role of Arkay. This, as my lord has 

revealed, is most certainly true. Although to no single individual, the mortal mantling of 

Arkay was driven by the hand of MHARA - not Mara. The leftover fragments of the oversoul 

joined a new one. The force that granted stasis to life by destroying the aging parts and 

creating them anew joined with other divine fragments, becoming an abomination. Mara's 

power is over life. The leftovers of MHARA's is unlife. 

 

Unlike the other variforms, MHARA is not in any immediate danger of reforming, although 

the Sundering of the Towers has brought her closer than ever before. Should she do so, 

however, life would carry on, without change. Age and disease would become meaningless. 

The long dead would rise from their long-forgotten tombs. The Mother of Life is the Mother 

of All. Even Death. 

 

Once more, she's died. The cause this time was rather inconclusive however. She appears to 

have had her organs removed and replaced with those of a small child. Not being able to 

keep up, she has passed away. I doubt it will be long before we hear from her again. 

  



Scripture VI: RKHET, The Underworld King 

 

4E 722 - She's back again. Same pitch-black eyes, same bone white skin...wait...did she 

always look like that? 

 

I am Amaryllis, Eye of Mora, He Who Walks Between The Stars, He Who Is Born Of 

Memory. Children of Mortal Gods, my lord has revealed to me the truth of the one called 

RKHET. 

 

RKHET is unusual for an Oversoul, as RKHET was not the original. Rather, RKHET is an 

Oversoul made of others bound together by the fragments of MHARA. Xarxes, mirror-

Trinimac, was the first third, royal scribe of the et'Ada, who recorded the histories and futures 

as AKA dictated. Orkey was the second third, a minor et'Ada who was born of the dangers of 

the untamed creatia. The final third was Tu'whacca, the Yokudan deity, whose power was 

shattered by the future sinking of the isle. The Middle Dawn bound these three together with 

a mortal man, Ark'ay, with the remainders of MHARA. Thus, the Oversoul would have 

always been. 

 

However, RKHET would not stay as a whole. The competing minds, Xarxes, Tu'whacca, 

Orkey and Ark'ay would rend the Oversoul apart during the Middle Dawn's later days. 

Xarxes would simply become the High Priest of Auri-el, Tu'whacca would be weakened, but 

return to the Yokudans, whilst Ark'ay and Orkey would meld together with MHARA to 

become the one the Cyrods call Arkay. 

 

The RKHET Oversoul remains, bound to its planet. The parts may be separate, but they are 

still bound to serve the same role. Xarxes writes the life-stories of the Mer. Tu'whacca guides 

the Ra'Gada to rest, and Arkay does the same to other Mortal Men. 

 

Atmoran myth describes the Orsimer as Orkey's people, yet it is well known that they are the 

children of Trinimac-turned-Malacath, known to the Atmorans and ancient Nords as Mauloch. 

This would seem impossible. However, the truth as revealed to me by my all-seeing lord, is 

simple. The Middle Dawn's combining and shattering of the RKHET Oversoul tainted the 

subsequent-original parts. Orkey was corrupted with mirror-Trinimac's image, and thus 

became conflated. 

 

Of all the variform entities, RKHET is the closest to reforming, as it was never truly split 

apart. Yet should the various soul-gathering deities reform, they would do just that. The 

fragments of MHARA to their Oversoul may return, and annul death, but RKHET will take 

the souls, rendering the malformed entities incapable of thought, movement or existence 

beyond simply being a real thing. MHARA is the Mother of All, who birthed the Underworld 

King who would end life as it is recognised. 

 

She is dead, yet again. This time was a bit more recognisable though - an autopsy revealed 

that she suffered from a heart failure. However, I suspect that this may not be the case... 

Why can't I remember her original face? 

  



Scripture VII: JHUNAL, The False Architect 

 

4E 722 - Back once more. Or rather, I think she was. No one else seemed to see her. 

 

I am Amaryllis, Eye of Mora, He Who Walks Between The Stars, He Who Is Born Of 

Memory. Hearken, listeners, for my lord has revealed to me the nature of the one known as 

JHUNAL. 

 

JHUNAL, student of Magnus, is the Architect of the First Tower. Based on the schematics 

Magnus used to design the Wheel, JHUNAL constructed Ada-mantia to serve as LKHAN's 

Prison. However, JHUNAL is not Magnus. His designs were not perfect, nor were they 

beyond mortal comprehension- as many mortal races have since constructed and tied 

themselves to the numerous Towers of the world. He was the Jailer, yet became Jailed due to 

his failure. 

 

As with most of the gods, JHUNAL is a variform entity, torn apart by the Middle Dawn. His 

fragments, Julianos, Imperial God of Logic; Jhunal, Nordic creator of the Clever Craft; 

Syrabane, mage-king of the Aldmer, would rise as their own forms and spread their false 

prophecies and teachings, raising their nations and societies in accordance. The Merish races, 

old and noble, follow Syrabane's prophecies and teachings on the divine, treating magic as a 

form of honouring for their ancestors. The Nords, and their Atmoran predecessors, follow the 

writing of Jhunal, seeking magic as a form of expression, evoking to the world their desires 

through conquer. Julianos, revered by the Cyrods and Bretons, is the guider of thought and 

rationality, binding them to the eternal quest for understanding. 

 

His pieces became tied to the races and bound by their Towers, cursed to remain static and 

unable to communicate. 

 

However, parts do not like to be separate. Just as the fragments of AKA or LKHAN seek 

their fellows out, so does the fragments of JHUNAL. The fragments have begun to reform the 

Oversoul, reforming and recombining the knowledge and form of JHUNAL lost to the 

Middle Dawn. The teachings of the fragments will come undone, the various forms and 

practices of magic being destroyed and restructured as one, homogeneous system. And when 

it is, the world will suffer, all magical progress lost until the new, almost true, system is learnt. 

 

Of all the variform entities, it is JHUNAL for whom my lord wishes to return most. Perhaps 

it is simply that they are kindred spirits. Regardless, you, mortal children, should beware. 

 

It was rather surprising this time. She actually survived this speech. Of course, she was found 

dead several days later, suffocated in her sleep. Curiously, her autopsy found several moths 

in her belly and throat... 

  



Scripture VIII: THENDR, The Merciful Thief 

 

4E 722 - She has returned once more. I wonder how many times this will happen again? 

 

I am Amaryllis, Eye of Mora, He Who Walks Between The Stars, He Who Is Born Of 

Memory. Listen, people of Tamri-el, for I have learnt the truth of the one you know as 

THENDR. 

 

Born when the Dawn was first beginning, mere moments after the more prominent et'Ada, 

THENDR was the first to ally himself with another, seeking out those that could do what he 

could not. Like a symbiote, he grew by feeding off of their power, and provided protection 

from other, stronger Concepts in return. 

 

When the Middle Dawn tore the other gods asunder, THENDR was not spared. Divided, his 

two fragments, Stuhn and Stendarr, would take vastly different paths - Stuhn would become 

the Shield of Shor-Origin, whilst Stendarr would offer guidance and mercy to the Wandering 

Ehlnofey that he crossed paths with. When Shor-Origin was tried atop Ada-Mantia as 

LKHAN, Stuhn and Stendarr would plead for mercy towards him. 

 

Although the gods listened to Stendarr, for he was merciful and had not fought in the Wars, 

they refused to hear Stuhn. Whilst Stendarr had inherited THENDR's protective nature, Stuhn 

had inherited to desire to feed off others, and taught this to the precursors of Men, through the 

acts of Ransom and Theft. 

 

To the other gods, Stuhn was a vile abomination. Stendarr, eventually, concurred. 

Many years later, Stuhn would fade from the world, as his ruthlessness and hunger were 

abhorred by mortals, all remnants of his worship being replaced by his counterpart. It is from 

this that Stendarr would carry the burden of Righteous Rule. 

 

As with all the other Variforms, THENDR is gradually reforming. The Towers, sundered as 

they are, are failing to keep the fragments apart. Long-dead Stuhn awakens and seeks his 

brother, hungering for his power. Stendarr, Merciful Apologist, seeks his brother to protect 

him. Both halves, united once more, would bring forth THENDR once more, to leech off the 

prayers of mortals and protect them from the ravages of the world. He will not succeed. His 

hunger for power is too strong, and the meagre strength of prayers and offerings will be 

unable to replace that which is expended. His eyes will turn to the source. 

 

It appears that she survived once again. At least, for a bit. Three months after this speech was 

made, she was found, shivering and emaciated, within a cage on an island in the lake 

surrounding the Imperial City. Unable to be nursed back to health, she perished. 

 

I actually got to speak with her this time. She is fascinating... 

 

  



Scripture IX: DBLLA, The Passionate Lover 

 

4E 722 – After our conversations prior to her latest death, I have found myself thinking of her 

more often, Perhaps…no. That is most certainly not the case. 

 

I am Amaryllis, Eye of Mora, He Who Walks Between The Stars, He Who Is Born Of 

Memory. Children of mortal gods, my Lord has revealed to me the truth of DBLLA. 

 

With the exception of MHARA, the different aspects of the Variform entities have, on the 

whole, been rather distinct. DBLLA, however, is another exception. Born during the Dawn, 

DBLLA contented herself with playing amongst the lesser et’Ada. 

 

When the Wars of the Ehlnofey came, DBLLA was the only one to cross the lines of battle, 

offering herself to both factions, and their leaders. Her antics provided entertainment and 

relief to the gods on both factions. Here, she was both lover and diplomat 

 

The Middle Dawn’s sundering did not leave DBLLA untouched. Divided, Dibella would be 

patron of the arts, venerated by the Aldmer as a symbol of high culture. Divided, Dibella 

would become Bed-Wife of Shor-Origin, worshipped by mortal Men as a symbol of lust and 

sex. The Aldmer would become repressed, unable to express their baser instincts without 

being ostracised, whilst Men would struggle to form high cultures, too busy indulging in the 

pleasures of flesh. 

 

Despite what it may appear, DBLLA’s fragments became driving forces for the types of 

cultures and societies that grew from the two factions of Ehlnofey. As such, her 

recombination would spell disaster. Ehlnofey were never supposed to become so distinct. 

Should the cause of this distinction reform into her original whole, the fragile barriers 

crumble. Culture, art and music, civilisations as we know them become indistinguishable. 

The systems in place, that judge these things, all fall apart. Distinct society becomes 

impossible – for is it not culture and expression that societies are built on? 

 

Although DBLLA may not be as threatening as the other Variforms, societal doom is just that 

– doom. Her shadow looms over the fragile walls. Do not let yourself be unprepared for their 

fall. 

 

It appears that she is surviving longer and longer after each speech. Following the ending of 

this one, she actually tracked me down several days later. We continued our conversations 

(she remembered them!), spending more and more time together. Eventually, our exchanges 

became...heated. not with anger, but…with something else. 

 

Yet, the whole time we spent together, she seemed distracted, almost as if she expected 

something to happen, constantly. Almost as if…she expected me to stop being able to see her. 

 

Some months after the speech, she disappeared one night. Her body was found the next day, 

drowned in a fountain by some drunken lout. 

  



Scripture X: ZHEN, Anvil of Labour 

 

4E 723 – It hurts to see her again. She was gone for the better part of a year – even now, it 

approaches midwinter. I don’t know why, but it hurts. I considered not attending this speech, 

but the thought of the look on her face when we spent time together… 

 

I am Amaryllis, Eye of Mora, He Who Walks Between The Stars, He Who Is Born Of 

Memory. Listen to me, children of mortal gods, for my lord has revealed to me the nature of 

the one called ZHEN. 

 

Born in the turmoil of the Dawn, ZHEN was a warrior with no enemy. He strove for battle, 

but found none. He thirsted for blood, yet none was spilled. He sought out challenges, yet 

none arrived. And thus, when LKHAN requested aid, and his treachery was subsequently 

learned, ZHEN gladly joined the armies of the Old Ehlnofey under Auri-El’s banner. He 

joined under the banner of LKHAN, and fought alongside the Wanderers. ZHEN fought his 

long-desired war and was unfulfilled. He vanished shortly after Convention, disappearing 

into hiding, deep in the mountainous ranges of central Tamriel. 

 

Without a war to fight, his warrior’s heart was left empty. He cursed LKHAN for giving him 

a war that failed to ease his furious soul. He cursed Auri-El for ending the battle that ran 

through his blood. In disgust, he put down his weapons, and turned his sights towards a 

different war. 

 

When the Middle Dawn came, it left none unscathed. ZHEN, hidden away, was torn in twain. 

Zenithar, inheritor of ZHEN’s martial spirit turned the sights of mortals away from the war of 

blood and steel, and towards the war of hard labour and petty reward. Z’en too turned away 

from the wars of death, instead guiding those that followed him through the primeval acts of 

the hunt and gather. The two forms of labour sprung from the corpse of the first form. War 

gave birth to trade and commerce. 

 

As the Towers fall, ZHEN’s division becomes increasingly unstable. His fragments threaten 

their own peace, awakening as the warmongering soldiers they once were. Trade and 

promises have been exchanged for blades and banners. Simple tools have been exchanged for 

elaborate machines of war. Whilst ZHEN is no cataclysm, he threatens the already fragile 

relations between the nations of Tamriel. 

 

It was a mistake to try and avoid her. She caught me, hiding behind the fountain in the square 

she gives her speeches. Her expression was one of utter regret and betrayal. She vanished 

that night. I found her a week later, living on a small homestead outside the walls of the city. 

 

I realise now. I love her. I don’t know why. Perhaps it is the enchanting way she speaks, or 

the glistening light of a faintly mad intelligence she bears in her eyes. I told her so. She 

smiled. It was the first time I’d ever seen her do that. 

 

Needless to say, I was devastated to find her dead, a hunter’s arrow sticking out of her back 

like an obelisk. It did not last long. But she will return. 

  



Scripture XI: THUN, Brother in Arms 

 

4E 723 – I found this written on a scrap of paper that fell out of her pocket after her latest 

death. It appears to be an addendum to the speech she made on Stendarr. 

 

THENDR was not born alone, however. THUN, his brother was born at the same time, with 

the same desires and needs as THENDR, searching for the weak to feed off in exchange for 

protecting them. Like his brother, THUN also fought in the wars of the Ehlnofey, for 

LKHAN alongside his brother-fragment Stuhn. He would become Shield-Thane for Shor-

Origin, and fight for the sake of the Wandering Ehlnofey. Unlike his brother, the war would 

spell his end. 

 

THUN, in accordance with the Nordic legends, was killed defending his lord from Trinimac’s 

blade, the first to arrive in Sovngarde in his new name of Tsun. 

  



Scripture XII: AEDRA & DAEDRA, The Original Spirits 

 

4E 723 – As I predicted, she is back. It warms my heart to see her again, so full of life, rather 

than the cold, dead corpse that stared at me when I last saw her. And as the sun begins to 

warm the world with winter drawing to a close I have decided, finally, to ask her for her hand 

in marriage. 

 

I am Amaryllis, Eye of Mora, He Who Walks Between The Stars, He Who Is Born Of 

Memory. Listen to me, children of Tamri-el, for my lord has revealed to me the nature of the 

ones you know as the Aedra and Daedra. 

 

There is no real difference between the various forms of et’Ada. The Daedra were not born of 

Padomay, nor were the Aedra born of the Primordials’ mixed blood. They simply were, and 

always have been. The only true difference between the two is that one group recognised 

LKHAN’s deception and refused to take part in the creation of Mundus. 

 

Many consider the Aedra to be paragons of virtue, and the Daedra creatures of vice. They 

most definitely are not. Morality is a mortal invention and ascribing it to the 

incomprehensible aspects the ‘Ada represent is simply folly. The Aedra are no more virtuous 

than the common thief, and the Daedra no more flawed than the most perfect priest. Their 

actions, whims and desires are beyond our ability to comprehend. 

 

Due to their actions, the Aedra are subject to the will of the mortals. The many Towers of the 

world prove this, binding them to their chosen forms. However, with the sundering of the 

Towers by the Dominion, the mythopoeia comes undone. Only Ada-Mantia remains tall, and 

teeters on the brink of collapse. 

 

I know many may view my words as heresy, and cry for my words to be ignored. But look 

inside yourselves. You know it to be true. I beg of you, Men, Mer and Beasts alike, do not let 

the Zero Tower fall. Defend it with your lives Use your blood to rebuild the other Towers if 

you must, but do not let the Zero Tower fall. 

 

I never saw her again. Perhaps it is because this time it was her own hands that took her life, 

disembowelling herself with a curved blade. I watched, unable to move as her blood spilled 

from her pale skin onto the cobbled street below the wall. I watched as her body fell forwards, 

landing in a heap at the wall’s base. I didn’t choose to. I had been trapped, bound by some 

sort of paralysis spell, ankles tied to the ground by writhing tentacles that dripped with oil. 

 

I buried her myself, outside the cottage we shared for several months. Her grave is marked 

with a small wooden placard, carved with the Eye of Mora. I can only hope she is at peace, 

wandering the never-ending labyrinth of Apocrypha. Perhaps, one day, I will join her. 


